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Tail of the dragon by
Di Marco, Connie,
1945- author.

A rare astrological event could help San Francisco astrologer
Aug 16,
Julia Bonatti avoid a deadly destiny. Julia Bonatti loves the
2018
freedom of working for herself as a professional astrologer.
But after receiving several unexpected bills, she considers a
temp job offer from her old boss a stroke of luck too good to
pass up. On her first day, the posh law office becomes a crime
scene when one of the partners is found dead. Julia discovers
that a series of death threats have been sent to several
employees

Shell game by
Paretsky, Sara,
author.

"Sara Paretsky follows her instant New York Times bestseller
Aug 16,
Fallout--her most widely read novel in years--with an
2018
extraordinary adventure that pits her acclaimed detective, V.I.
Warshawski, against some of today's most powerful figures.
Legendary sleuthV.I. Warshawski returns to the Windy City to
save an old friend's nephew from a murder arrest. The case
involves a stolen artifact that could implicate a shadowy
network of international criminals. As V.I. investigates, the
detective soon finds h
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Residue by
McGarrity, Michael,
author.

"Retired police chief Kevin Kerney returns--this time as the
prime suspect in a brutal cold-case murder. A long-unsolved
mystery gets a grim new break when the bones of Kim Ward
are unearthed in Las Cruces, New Mexico, forty-five years
after her disappearance. Suspicion swiftly falls on her old
college boyfriend: none other than retired police chief Kevin
Kerney. The chief's hopes of clearing his name look bleak in
the face of damning evidence compiled against him by State
Police Lieutenant Clay

Pick and chews by
Johnston, Linda O.,
author.

As a technician for a local vet and the owner of the Barkery &
Aug 16,
Biscuits dog bakery, Carrie Kennersly is proud to give back to
2018
the community by helping out with a rescue animal adoption
event. She's also happy to be in a relationship with
veterinarian Dr. Reed Storme, despite his repeated pleas for
her to butt out of the murder cases she keeps finding herself
involved with. But when Reed is accused of killing nasty Dr.
Raela Fellner, a former veterinary colleague who is now trying
to compete with

Past imperfect by
Maron, Margaret,
author.

One coffee with by
Maron, Margaret,
author.

Aug 16,
2018

Aug 16,
2018
Grieving over the deaths of a fellow officer and her artist lover,
NYPD lieutenant Sigrid Harald is swept into New York's
fashionable art world, where she discovers an undercurrent of
treachery.
Aug 16,
2018
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Nameless serenade nocturne for
Commissario
Ricciardi by De
Giovanni, Maurizio,
1958- author.

"A Commissario Ricciardi Neapolitan mystery that packs a
real punch. Years ago, Vinnie Sannino left Naples on a ship
bound for America, where he found fame and wealth as a
boxer. But his gilded life in the new world came to an abrupt
end when, during a fight, with a heavy punch to the head of
his opponent, Vinnie killed a man in the ring. Now, Vinnie's
back in Italy, pining for the woman he left behind. Cettina,
however, is now a married woman. She was, at least, until
recently when her husband

Aug 16,
2018

Mexican hat by
McGarrity, Michael.

Aug 16,
2018

Lark! the herald
angels sing - a Meg
Langslow mystery by
Andrews, Donna,
author.

Aug 16,
2018

"A kidnap attempt outside the school gates in broad daylight
convinces Gabriel Ash that his renegade wife is trying to steal
their sons from him. Only the intervention of his friend
Constable Hazel Best kept them safe. It's a simple if alarming Aug 16,
Kindred spirits by
2018
Bannister, Jo, author. explanation, but is it the truth? Hazel uncovers disturbing
information about another crime, the repercussions of which
are still threatening innocent lives seventeen years later. Once
again Hazel finds herself at loggerheads with her superiors.
Did they
The killing room by
Montanari, Richard,
author.

Aug 16,
2018
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The Judas judge by
McGarrity, Michael.

Aug 16,
2018

The Infinite Blacktop
by Gran, Sara

Aug 16,
2018

In the presence of evil
Aug 16,
"Paris, 1393. Scribe Christine de Pizan dreads going to the
by Bayard, Tania,
2018
palace to work, where people believe the mad king can be
author.
cured with magic. But a certain spell book leaves murdered
bodies in its wake. Then Hugues de Precy is murdered and
his wife, Alix, is blamed. Can Christine prove Alix's innocence
and save her from being burned at the stake?"--Publisher's
description.
A gift of bones / A
Sarah Booth Delaney
Mystery by Haines,
Carolyn, author.

Evan's gate by
Bowen, Rhys.

Aug 16,
2018

Welsh constable Evan Evans has found the most delightful
Aug 16,
shepherd's cottage, but before he seals the deal, a five-year- 2018
old vanishes from a seaside caravan park-- and he must
consider all the suspects. But he can't help wondering if the
abduction is related to the disappearance of another girl,
twenty-five years ago. Now, as he and his fiancee try to buid
their dream house, he must also build a difficult case against a
possible double murder.
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The Echo Man by
Montanari, Richard

Aug 16,
2018

Displaced by Nadel,
Barbara

Aug 16,
2018

Deck the hounds by
Rosenfelt, David,
author.

"Reluctant lawyer Andy Carpenter doesn't usually stop to help
Aug 16,
others, but seeing a dog next to a homeless man inspires him
2018
to give the pair some money to help. It's just Andy's luck that
things don't end there. Soon after Andy's encounter with them,
man and dog are attacked in the middle of the night on the
street. The dog defends its new owner, and the erstwhile
attacker is bitten but escapes. But the dog is quarantined and
the man, Don Carrigan, is heartbroken. Andy's wife Laurie
can't resist

Death of a butterfly by
"New York City Police Lieutenant Sigrid Harald finds herself
Maron, Margaret,
investigating a case involving blackmail, half a million dollars
author.
worth of stolen jewels, and murder"--NoveList.
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